### Honor Roll of Donors

Thank you for supporting our mission of educating women who make a difference.

Here are the names of all donors to Mercy's Annual Giving Program from **July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2019**. This list includes contributions to the Annual Fund and gifts restricted to endowment, Tuition Assistance, capital projects, special events, as well as other areas of interest.

#### President's Circle

- Archdiocese of Detroit
- A Friend of Mercy
- Alumni Association
- Anne & Chris Gluck
- Heather & Ronnie Boji
- Connie & Brian Demkowicz
- Doris J. Duchene & Donald L. Duchene
- St. Foundation
- DTE Energy
- Jeannette Fehrer Trust
- David Hall
- Sach & Steven Jackson
- John D. & Jean E. Dinan Foundation
- Tara Luisa Karaja '91 & Mark Kaasa
- Cheryl Delaney Kriger '66 & John Kriger
- Rita Dilworth Lewry '77 & Thomas Lewry
- Nadine Fraizer Maynard '63
- Vicki & Thomas McKinley
- Karen & John McLaren
- McNish Family Foundation
- Virginia Minnoli '82
- Myrtle E. & William G. Hess
- Charitable Trust
- Carla Lofave O'Malley '70 & Saint Joseph Mercy Health System
- Sisters of Mercy West Midwest Community
- State of Michigan & Michigan State Police
- Diane Weiss Taylor '66 & Tom Taylor
- The Jackie Michon Educational Foundation
- Bill & Mary Ann Valade
- Wheeler Family Foundation, Inc.
- William & Janet Johnston Family Foundation

#### Partners in Excellence

- Margaret Dimond '76
- Carol & John Fischer
- Martha Foley & Daniel Fredendall
- Goldfish Swim School
- Rebecca Guerriero '09
- Susan & Matthew Hiler
- Holly Construction Company
- Home Depot Matching Gift Center
- Amelia Nosonwski Inman '65
- Paul Jacojes
- Leo E. & Ann June Mainville Fund
- McGlinch & Sons Co.
- Michele Kramer McNary '78 & Nike Employee Matching Gift Office
- Novels Corporation
- Novi Precision Products, Inc.
- Joanne Parrinello '65
- Rose Moving & Storage
- Annette Marie Tedesco Rowe '74
- Kim & Jon Schulz
- State of Michigan
- Sylvia Stein & Aige Hill Charitable Fund
- Susan & Rajan Tejpal
- Vastly Lincoln Inc.
- Anna & Gary Zatkoff

#### Maroon & Gold Circle

- Shari & James Acho
- Karen & Robert Agacinski
- Anna M. Amado, Ph.D. '75 & Anonymous
- Mary Eileen Araujo '82 & Lisa Libbardi Badell '85 & David Badell & Basic Rubber & Plastics Co., Inc.
- Jonathan & Kelly Beckett & Mary Bernstein '61
- Jill Berry '82
- Susan & Robert Black & Bluewater Technologies
- Al & Judy Branikiewicz '70
- Cyril & June Buersmeyer
- Annette & David Catcadi
- Colleen Cavanagh '72
- Karen & Joseph Coan
- David Lynn Connelly '97 & Megan Dunn Crespi '97 & Chris Crespi
- Danbois Mechanical, Inc.
- Daniel M. Sullivan, MD Rochester Genesee Surgery
- Kelly & Mark Dacin
- Linda Dobs & J. Bradley Juckay Educational Outfitters & Tracey & Spencer Ellis
- Jodel & Joseph Fadool
- Shannon & Gerald Fantzi
- Joan Wallace Foley '56
- Sherr & Scott French
- Cheryl & Dennis Furlong & Go Comedy
- Jill & Jim Guerrera
- Hammond Lyons Insurance Agency, LTD
- Jodie & Randy Hokee
- Marie K. Horn
- Cora Ann Hall Ivancso '65 & James Ivancso
- J.M. & Sons Plumbing & Mechanical
- Jim & Missy Gladney
- Kakos Dental
- Noreen McGowan Keating '58 & Terence Kenneally
- Patricia Kolowich & Jored Buckley & Jill & Roy Lamphere
- Julie & Stephen Lavender
- Arlene & John Lewis & Jennifer & Michael Lobbia
- Magna International Inc.
- Karen Ann Cittenden Maher '62
- Meg Mallon '81
- Kathleen McCann '76 & Peter McCann
- Michigan Oakland
- McNish Group
- Diana Mercer-Pryor & Mercy Dads Club
- Mercy Education System of the Americas
- Mercy Mothers Club
- Julianne Meyer-Sorek '78 & Patrick Sorek
- Kathleen Calice Mills '67
- Charles Tashjian '71
- Michelle Garms Monticello '84
- Motor City Electric Co.
- Kimberly Comer Mulqueen
- Mutshler Kitchens
- Mary & Charles Neff
- Marilyn & Robert Pachota & Mr. & Mrs. Joseph A Panetta
- Janice Hakeman Petcock '74 & James G. Petcock
- Colleen & Ronald Rapson & Michael Ray
- Kathy & Robert Rosowski
- Carolyn Schutte
- Marryanne Mott Schutte '66 & Herb Schutte
- Sister Mary Maurita
- Sengelau, RSM
- David Servios
- Anita Sevier & Terrence Berg
- Karen & Raymond Shinney
- Isabel & Larry Smith
- Sister Rosemary Smith, RSM '56
- Sister Catherine Soebek, RSM ST. PAUL EDUCATIONAL TRUST
- Gretchen & Paul Swanson
- Kimbelle & James Tammar & Elena Mercer Tarpin '94 & Daryl Tarpin
- Christina M. Tierney '74
- Dona A. Tracey '70
- Patricia Zerio Uhrin '75 & Robert Uhrin
- Michelle & Kevin Vogler
- Barbara Holter Walker '69 & Bob Walker
- Wayne County Sheriff's Youth Education Fund & Wings Twenty Five Inc., dba Buffalo Wild Wings
- Mary Formice & Woolen '62 & Stephen Woolen
- Pam & George Wright

#### Champions of Mercy

- Brent Adami
- Lorraine Terrien Atken '64
- Anonymous
- Terrence Kenneally
- Maureen Repucci Babioz '76
- Mary Law Baumgartner '77
- Stephanie Ewald Bellisario '89 & Ronald Bellisario
- Bill Brown Ford
- Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan
- Bob Jeannette Buick GMC
- Karen Garms Brennan '82
- Dr. Karen T. Brown M.D. '71
- Karol Sprague & James Camargie
- Michelle & Matt Casko
- Cathleen A. Castagnini '73
- Lori & Paul Chevalier
- Dis. David & Carolyn Clark & Marie Ann & James Clement
- Annette Plant Coleman '80
- Mary Craig Crampton '71
- Patricia Cooney-Cummings '55
- Gretchen Damm '84
- Patrick & Georgette C. Devlin
- DECO Financial
- Shirley & Enrico Digirolamo
- Sharon & William Dillon
- Diversified Technologies International
- Helene C. Dombrowski '70
- Lori Anne Doyle '75
- Stacey & Brian Dugas
- Dwyer Marble & Stone Supply
- Julie & Michael Earle
- Kista Eschbach
- Michael Faubert
- Marc & Thomas Fields
- Michelle & Matthew Hes<br>Friendy Ford Lincoln
- Kelly Gabbin '87 & Pam & John Gernacy
- Golf Tech Custom Clubs & Repair
- Testor Petor Gross '56
- Patricia Hammell
- Cynthia Gumley Harrington '74
- Cristina & Scott Hauncher & Sue & William Herrmann & Margaret Horvath
- Sharon Funk Hupp '74
- Mary Lou Hurvich '72
- Hilda & Jason Ibrahim
- Elizabeth & Shahid Jain
- Ghada Nona & Daniel Kane
- Kathleen & Garrett Keras
- Jennifer Sears Keutin '89 & Thomas Keutin
- Anne & Michael Korte
- Ruth M. Kowalski '77
- Vicky & Mike Kowalski
- Susan Sartorius Kowalski '60 & Rita Digirolamo Krause '76 & Bradley Krause
- Missy & Ian Kruacher & Kroger, Inc.
- Juliana & George Lenyo & Leonard Bros. Dairy Management Inc.
- Patricia Little & Mark Lezotte
- Susan Loll '70
- Susan & John Lombardi
- Marsh & Mclemore Companies

**Bold 10 Year & Above Donors**

- 5 Year & Above Donors

* New Donors

---

**Annual Report 2018-2019**

---
Honor Roll of Donors

Patricia A. Livingston ‘73
Maureen Lock ‘73
Ann & Paul Lusch
Donna MacDonald &
Brendan Ronayne
Maro Connect*
Patricia Maher ‘81
Mollie Tenbusch Marron ‘89
Cynthia Martin ‘76
Ingrid Martinez-Lyons &
Hernando Lyons +
Faith Mauro-Huse
Emily & Kevin May
Marylin A. Mazur ‘68
Tina & Oinn Mazzone
Katherine & Christopher McCarthy* 
Caprice & William McGraw*
Valerie Hebel McNeely ‘66
Carmen & Alan Metzger
Morton Management
Specialists, INC.
Mary Ellen Mulcrone ‘73
Scott Mullin*
Brittany Munroe ‘96
Sister Carmelita Murphy, OP
Mary Anne Apap Napolitano ‘80
& Mark Napolitano
Susan Moloney Nasha ‘83 &
Lindsey Nash ‘16
Anne Nichols ‘79 & Peter Zagone
Northville Dermatology
Robert Obinger & Lauran Howard
Judith O’Connor ‘68 &
Olin Jewelsers, Inc.
Colleen Oveta
Meghan Messana Page ‘03
Anna-Marie Orsmond
Patenaude ‘86 & Paul
Patenaude +
Kalaya & William Jeffrey Pestek
Monte Reiskin ‘77 *
Heather Sexton Pfizenmaier ‘03
Lynn Gaynne Phene ‘61 &
Dennis Phene
Catherine S. Spencer Phelps ‘78 &
Maribeth Phelps ‘99
Judith & Michael Pickell*
Christine Mortell Plazas ‘85 &
Rosemary Ebner Pomeory ‘73
Peter & Louise Pulfen +
Rivkin & Rivkin, LLC
Susan J. Robison ‘77
Ruby & Associates
Patricia Gillette Ruge ‘52
Stable Steel, Inc.
Patricia & Eric Larkin
Dawn & Savona
Max & Genny Schgra +
Kathleen McDonald Sevener ‘90
Maureen & Jai Shah
Linda & Edward Shaw
Colleen Sirtal ‘89
Nancy E. Smith ‘75
Strategic Planning
Communications, Inc.
Margot Sperea ‘03
St. Mary’s Preparatory
Rebecca M. Steele, D.O. ‘80
Steve Steiner ‘76
Stephanie Dickow Surowiec ‘91 &
Matt Surowiec
Carol Jane Terrien ‘75
The Kriegerbock Group
Raymond James
Patience A. Thebolt
Luanne Thomas Ewald ‘87
Rebecca Suzanne Thurnmond ‘99 +
Lori & Thomas Tisko
Tom Haber Ford
TopCat / Adidas / Co. ‘512 +
Tri-County Supply
University of Detroit Jesuit High
School & Academy
University of Detroit Mercy
Mr. Thomas Van Dusen
Jane Esper Vogel ‘77
Demetria Vong-Spillan +
Steve Slippian
Julie & Charles Wilczenewicz +
Walled Lake Veterinary Hospital
Lorraine & John Wangel +
Maria Frances Ward ‘67
Kari Wiljanen Weber &
Michael Webster
Katherine Eshaki Wensink ‘92
Nicole & William Wilden
Sheila Wisely-London ‘91 +
Eric London
Rev. Donald Worthy
Robert Wright
Angela & William Young*
Susan & Robert Zalupski

Mercy Supporters $249 - Below

A-1 Cement Inc.
Judith Abraham ‘67 &
Stephan Keeler
Judith Felthaus Acord-Szczesny ‘56
Catherine A. Yee Agacinski ‘67
Asil & Fats Ayo* 
Joan Albanese &
Steven Gabelmann +
Rita Albers ‘82
Sandra & Patrick Alexander*
Marjorie Mendoza Almeda ‘90
Maureen Sullivan Allerman ‘68
Rassco Banillos Allcoun ‘90 +
Amazin Smile
Molly Johnson Ambrose ‘95 &
Dillon Ambrose
Jennifer Kaczmarek “Amy” ‘99 *
Theresa Maggioncalda
Anderson ‘80
Kathy Antaya ‘80
Chris & Robert Apiliano
Carolyn Arlene
Laurie Armstrong
Kathleen & James Atkin
Annie & David Attai*
Roseanne & Charlie Attard
Marian & Ronald August
Joyal Avery ‘65
Cherisse & Kenneth Boetz*
Dr. Janet M. Bialiard, Ph.D. ‘75
Kathleen Bailey
Sandra Baierk* 
Kristine & David Baker
Cheryl Baker
Kathryn Balcer ‘94
Mary Jo Donahue Balcer ‘65
Kristina Wazens Balser ‘00
Elizabeth & Jon Ballard
Beverly White Barnbach ‘85*
Wanda & Michael Barnes +
Shealy & Scott Barrhart*
Nancy & Glenn Bart*
Anne Zilmy Barnett ‘81 &
Thomas Barrett
Mary Lorraine Johnston Barry ‘62
Tamar & Matthew Batchelor
Karen Bauer

MERCY LEADERS $250 - $499
A.J. Dupont & Co., Inc.
Rosemary Abraham ‘69 &
F. P. Messana
Alliance Catholic Credit Union
Anonymous
Zena & Andrew Ansara
Kathryn Seefeldt Bosz ‘90 &
Joel Bosz +
Mary & James Baier
Sonia & John Basso
Colleen & Charles Batcheller
Patricia & Daniel Bober
Christine & George Boulas
MaryAnn Lanzetta Brady ‘60 &
Ines Brady Bratton*
Tara Brayton Bratton ‘76 &
Hanson Bratton
Gayle & Jerry Bridges +
Joy Morris Brietzke ‘75 &
Stephen Brietzke
Bradford Equine Auction Club
Colleen Wright Buckley ‘89
Margaret R. Mulcair Burns ‘83 +
Emily Butler ‘00
Lauren Cooch ‘11 *
Larry & Michael Carpenter +
Mary Lou Caspers ‘Ph.D. ‘68
Mary & Tim Caughlin*
CFO Group*
Leigh Chandler & Lane Coleman
Joan Dosmer Colladay ‘69 &
Bob Colladay
Sterling Chapa*
Stephanie & Mark Collins
Community Financial Credit Union
Coran Capit & Furniture Cleaning
Patricia Valade Patrick ‘69
Lori & James Delaney
Leslie Demany ‘81
Catherine Dinan Dillon ‘77 &
John Dillon
Sister Regina Marie Doekler, RSM ‘56
Keara Donohue ‘02
Celeste Dykas ‘71
Emily Farwick ’04
Bridge Stuffs Manhattan ‘89
Foster Specialty Floors*
Carrie & Howard Fromm
Audra Garagiola*
John & Thomas Gerbiers
Meghan Moraniec Gioianni ‘80
Sue & John Glover
Jaclyn Godwin ‘13 *
Tiffany Hadad ‘89
Jennifer & Robert Hockenshmeder +
Holdwick Development
Matthew & Joanne Ilitch
Patricia Batterbee Jacob ‘10 *
Dawn & Dennis Jinsky*
James & Elizabeth Johnson
Tracy R. Johnson, M.D. ‘85
Racita & Thai Kolabos*
Suzanne Harper Kaperzinski ‘77
Karen & Richard Karpinski*
Sister Mary Camille Kelley, RSM ‘49
Kathy Kelley ‘75 +
Lucia A. Kemennu, M.D. ‘81
Andrea & James Kitchen*
Marneth Knight ‘87 +
Jackie & Jim Knitlert*
Krusger International, Inc.
Michael Lamping & Elena
Lamping ‘12 *
Barbara & Timothy LaRouere +
Amhear Alzar Leo ‘90
Kathryn Scalien Leo ‘95
Mary Beth & Paul Leonard
+ Dennis Ledesca+
MERCY SUPPORTERS CONT. $249 - BELOW

Raleigh & George Baughman +
Alice & Christopher Bayer
Marcia Hadya Beauchemin ’83
Nancy & Alana Beiers
Shannon & Rod Begosa*
Gigite Iagan Bejin ’89
Dr. Sally Croke Bellam ’58
Rosemary & Ronald Bellisario*
Rosalie Bellisario*
Kathryn B. Quinn Belvitch ’69
Ann Oswald Benett ’76
Karen Mogentale Bennett ’73
Sister Marianne Bennett, RSM
Melissa Bertsos ’01 +
Monisha Berkowski ’04
Margaret Berndt ’78 +
Sandia & Frederick Bernstein*
Nancy & Paul Bertrian +
Kathleen M. Bertrian ’92
Kelly & Nick Biggs +
Heidi Bishop Bless ’89 + Jason Bless
Lorraine Ann Kaminski Bock ’88
Wendy M. Markay Boerema ’85
Kathleen Bogs ’69
Andrea Meier Boggemos ’98
Linda Hughes Bolam ’59 +
Lawrence Bolam
Melissa Bolt
Marian & William Bolton +
Mary-Jelisse Bonito ’83
Aileen Brennan Bonito ’56
Anne & Antonio Bonfiglio
Agnes A. Rosowski Bongero ’59
Mary E. Gerhard Dwyer ’66
Barbara & Kennard Duda +
Camille & Wayne DuBois*
John Drewniak
Joyce & Doug Doyle
Maureen Dooley ’72
Carol Conley Domino ’73
Judith Dolan*
Belinda Dokic
Liz DiStefano*
Alexis Harrison Dishman ’96 +
Colleen & Forrest Dillon*
Diane M. Dietz ’78
Danielle Dickow ’00 +
Lisa Brennan DiBattista ’90 +
Diane & Jacob DiPonio
Daniel Devine
Katey Ralko Devine ’81 &
Suman Palakodeti Desaraju ’96 &
Genevieve Kolasa Delonis ’97 +
Sister Rachelle Delours ’93*
Julie & William Darden*
Joanne Cortellini
Susan & James Carlson*
Margaret & Leona Carlson* +
Romayne Carletti ’53
Nancy & Lester Carlson*
Shannon Hatify Castley ’99 +
Grazelia Castillo ’10
Catholic Funeral & Cemetery Services
Jeanette Charlebois Chermode ’49
Janna Goffer Chesser ’77
Elizabeth Coleman Chiecti ’70
Children’s Hospital of Michigan
Michelle Chicket
John & Marlin Cribb +
Kendall Calo +
Cheryl & William Crary +
Judge Avern Cohen*
Leslie White Colone ’93
Suzanne & Ryan Combs
Kathleen ’54 Smigelski Enat ’88 &
Mike Enat
Nancy & Thomas Erun +
Joanne & Michael Evangelista
Melissa Smigelski Enat ’85 +
Edward Ewalt
Theresa & John Ewalt
F.J. Taftoffrone & Sons
Elizabeth Fabien & Mark Aaron +
Albre & Kayes Farah*
Kathryn A. Kurtz Fashawdy ’62 +
Ife Ibeche & Joseph Berkowski
Ferrantino Charitable Foundation
Mary K. Ferrari ’70
Donna & Brian Broderick
Tiffany & Timothy Bridges
Brennan ’79
The Honorable Megan Maher
Joan Brees & Thomas Oswald
The Honorable Megan Maher
Brennan ’79
Sister Mary Ellen Brennan, RSM ’65
Dorothy & James Brenner
Tiffany & Timothy Bridges
Dr. & Mrs. Donald R. Briggs +
Donna & Brian Broderick
Evelyn Allen Brosch-Goodwin ’69 +
Carolyn M. Brown ’89
Lisa Bruce & Laura Dlorenzo*
Carole & Daniel Bruzdzynski
Mary Jane & John Burgrum +
Jennifer & Ralph Bryant*
Mary & William Bolton +
Mary-Jelisse Bonito ’83
Aileen Brennan Bonito ’56
Anne & Antonio Bonfiglio
Agnes A. Rosowski Bongero ’59
Mary E. Gerhard Dwyer ’66
Barbara & Kennard Duda +
Camille & Wayne DuBois*
John Drewniak
Joyce & Doug Doyle
Maureen Dooley ’72
Carol Conley Domino ’73
Judith Dolan*
Belinda Dokic
Liz DiStefano*
Alexis Harrison Dishman ’96 +
Colleen & Forrest Dillon*
Diane M. Dietz ’78
Danielle Dickow ’00 +
Lisa Brennan DiBattista ’90 +
Diane & Jacob DiPonio
Daniel Devine
Katey Ralko Devine ’81 &
Suman Palakodeti Desaraju ’96 &
Genevieve Kolasa Delonis ’97 +
Sister Rachelle Delours ’93*
Julie & William Darden*
Joanne Cortellini
Susan & James Carlson*
Margaret & Leona Carlson* +
Romayne Carletti ’53
Nancy & Lester Carlson*
Shannon Hatify Castley ’99 +
Grazelia Castillo ’10
Catholic Funeral & Cemetery Services
Jeanette Charlebois Chermode ’49
Janna Goffer Chesser ’77
Elizabeth Coleman Chiecti ’70
Children’s Hospital of Michigan
Michelle Chicket
John & Marlin Cribb +
Kendall Calo +
Cheryl & William Crary +
Judge Avern Cohen*
Leslie White Colone ’93
Suzanne & Ryan Combs
Kathleen ’54 Smigelski Enat ’88 &
Mike Enat
Nancy & Thomas Erun +
Joanne & Michael Evangelista
Melissa Smigelski Enat ’85 +
Edward Ewalt
Theresa & John Ewalt
F.J. Taftoffrone & Sons
Elizabeth Fabien & Mark Aaron +
Albre & Kayes Farah*
Kathryn A. Kurtz Fashawdy ’62 +
Ife Ibeche & Joseph Berkowski
Ferrantino Charitable Foundation
Mary K. Ferrari ’70
Donna & Brian Broderick
Tiffany & Timothy Bridges
Brennan ’79
The Honorable Megan Maher
Joan Brees & Thomas Oswald
The Honorable Megan Maher
Brennan ’79
Sister Mary Ellen Brennan, RSM ’65
Dorothy & James Brenner
Tiffany & Timothy Bridges
Dr. & Mrs. Donald R. Briggs +
Donna & Brian Broderick
Evelyn Allen Brosch-Goodwin ’69 +
Carolyn M. Brown ’89
Lisa Bruce & Laura Dlorenzo*
Carole & Daniel Bruzdzynski
Mary Jane & John Burgrum +
Jennifer & Ralph Bryant*
Mary & William Bolton +
Mary-Jelisse Bonito ’83
Aileen Brennan Bonito ’56
Anne & Antonio Bonfiglio
Agnes A. Rosowski Bongero ’59
Mary E. Gerhard Dwyer ’66
Barbara & Kennard Duda +
Camille & Wayne DuBois*
John Drewniak
Joyce & Doug Doyle
Maureen Dooley ’72
Carol Conley Domino ’73
Judith Dolan*
Belinda Dokic
Liz DiStefano*
Alexis Harrison Dishman ’96 +
Colleen & Forrest Dillon*
Diane M. Dietz ’78
Danielle Dickow ’00 +
Lisa Brennan DiBattista ’90 +
Diane & Jacob DiPonio
Daniel Devine
Katey Ralko Devine ’81 &
Suman Palakodeti Desaraju ’96 &
Genevieve Kolasa Delonis ’97 +
Sue Hackett Delonis ’70
Suzanne Polakowski Desaraju ’96 &
Subu Diaramui
Katey Raiko Devine ’81 &
Daniel Devine
Diane & Jacob DiPonio
Lisa Brennan DiBattista ’90 +
Diane Dickow ’00 +
Natalie Dehl ’12
Diane M. Dietz ’78
Colleen & Forest Dillon*
Christopher Dine*
Alexis Harrison Dishman ’96 +
Todd Dishman
Liz DiStefano*
Bellinda Dole
Judith Dole
Margaret & Kenneth Doman
Carol Conley Domino ’73
Maureen Dooley ’72
Carol & Dennis Dooley
Joyce & Doug Dwyer
Marlou Schmidt Drewniak ’61 &
John Drewniak
Camille & Wayne Dubois*
Barbara & Kenneth Duda +
Amy Dwyer*
Mary E. Gerhard Dwyer ’66
Dannele & Dennis Dziekan +
Neonila & Russell Dziekan
Cathleen N. Edgehill ’89*
Molly & Robert Edwards*
Katherina Egan*
Jean & Denis Egan
Julie Okl Enlich ’82
Dr. Brenda Ellis ’83 +
Kim Elliott
Mary L. Finnegann Erdman ’56
Melinda Smigelski Enat ’88 &
Mike Enat
Nancy & Thomas Erun +
Joanne & Michael Evangelista
Melissa Smigelski Enat ’85 +
Edward Ewalt
Theresa & John Ewalt
F.J. Taftoffrone & Sons
Elizabeth Fabien & Mark Aaron +
Albre & Kayes Farah*
Kathryn A. Kurtz Fashawdy ’62 +
Ife Ibeche & Joseph Berkowski
Ferrantino Charitable Foundation
Mary K. Ferrari ’70
Donna & Brian Broderick
Tiffany & Timothy Bridges
Brennan ’79
The Honorable Megan Maher
Joan Brees & Thomas Oswald
The Honorable Megan Maher
Brennan ’79
Sister Mary Ellen Brennan, RSM ’65
Dorothy & James Brenner
Tiffany & Timothy Bridges
Dr. & Mrs. Donald R. Briggs +
Donna & Brian Broderick
Evelyn Allen Brosch-Goodwin ’69 +
Carolyn M. Brown ’89
Lisa Bruce & Laura Dlorenzo*
Carole & Daniel Bruzdzynski
Mary Jane & John Burgrum +
Jennifer & Ralph Bryant*
Fr. Jerry Brzezinski
Jane & David Butiner +
Mr. William D. Buckley
Lillian & Leonard Bucyk
Sherry Colleen Cybuck Buczek ’62
Caitlin Burke*
Sister Lois Burroughs, RSM
Michael Butkiewicz
Tiffany & Andrea Butler*
Christopher Cachat
Kareen & John Catoe*
Michelle & J. Scott Caudill*
Charlotte Callaghan*
Patricia Carabao ’84 +
Patricia Carbajo ’84 +
Michelle & J. Scott Caudill*
Charlotte Callaghan*
Patricia Carabao ’84 +
Honor Roll of Donors
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Nicolas Scavone
Mary & Donald Scheible
Kate Scheible ’92
Mary Beth Schenden ’77
Carolyn Schmidt ’60
Cathy Schmitt
Shirley Rotary Schneider ’71
Julie Kronk Schokora ’91 & Jeremy Schokora
Melissa Schulte
Sharon Jamison Schultz ’62 +
Shay Marian Schultz, RSM ’61
Shay Scott ’89
Marta Dietz Scott ’87
Lauren Sears ’92
Margaret & Charles Sears
Mary Beth Seefelt ’87 & Richard Joseph
Angela & Dany Segars*
Michaela & Gordon Sellier
Gary Servais +
Kimberly Shallen ’84
Jennifer Muntzak Shaw ’96
Martha Shaw
Kathryn Anderson Silverski ’66
Linda Strong Silvasi ’75 & Dan Silvasi
Richard & Vita Silutis
Maureen Carlson Sisco ’82 & Scott Sisco +
Jim & Mary Siskel +
Wendy Richard Skorupski ’91 & Robert Skorupski *
Becky Skourus ’87
Juliana Smith ’10*
Patricia Zielinski Smith ’73*
Kelly Smith*
Susan Smith ’94
Marcela A. McGarrigle Smith ’81
Karen M. Smith ’71
Barbara Favier Smith ’52
Elizabeth Smith ’06
Krista & Brian Smith
Paula Smith Teshanine ’86 & Richard Teshaine +
Cynthia LeS eosan Smith
Smith-Watson ’92
Christa & Neil Sobieski*
Amy Balington Somary ’84
Bridget Barney Sondermark ’71
Vita Coppola Spazio ’66*
Eloise Page Spelko ’83
Danelle Marie Spiewak ’96
Sharon & Andre Spivey*
Lynne Herberholz Spivek ’81
Marel Staisil*
Cathy Cini Stanley ’56
Mary Cline Stanley*
Jennifer & Randall Stark
Edwina Wonik Stewart ’57 +
Stonebrooke Family Physicians*
Marcia Strick
Kathy M. Kolbe Studnisky ’71
Chris Bego Sturm ’79
Catherine Hochstein Stus ’84 & Troy Stus
Margaret Suarez*
Barbara & Thomas Sullivan*
Crystal Caravana Sullivan ’88
Tess Schafer Sullivan ’69
Liliana Bigoncini Swan ’00
Jessica Switzer
Mona Tadjik*
Suzanne L. Tanguay, Ph.D. ’81
Heather & Maria Targoff
Edward Tashjian*
Angelina Tate
Natasha & Rod Testa*
Lorraine Thomas*
Cynthia Thomas*
Barbara R. Thomas ’89
Sister Nancy Thompson, RSM ’50
Marie Grace & Bruce Thomas*
Patricia Thomas ’70
Rebecca Sylvowec Titus ’99 +
Bob & Anne Tooal
Dr. Debra Toczak*
A.J. Tomaszewski*
Celine Claneey Tompkins ’70 &
John Tompkins
Jamie Trent
Heather Urban*
Mary Urquhart
Anne & Marc Vachon*
Nancy Kelly VanDenBerg &
Michael VanDenBerg*
Sister Mary Judith
VanDenVeen, RSM +
Michael H. VanDenVeen
Dorothy Vaughan*
Denise McDonald Vecellio ’76
Dr. Carol Lucik Venanda ’65
Alma Villacis 04
Vilma Villacis ’83
Angela & Michael Vincic
Sara Wagener, ’08
Michelle Martin Wagner ’80
Judith & Daniel Wahl
Jennifer & Bill Waldman*
Misha Walizer*
Joanne Albert Walle ’77
Erica Walasiewicz*
Mr. & Mrs. Richard T. Walsh
Mr. & Mrs. Richard T. Walsh*
Diane & Richard Walsh
Edwina Wonik Stewart
Michelle Walley*
Sara & Todd Wellock
Michelle Marion Wagner ’80
Joyce & Paul Wascher*
Michele & Julian Wargo
George & Margaret Ward
Charlene & Keir Ward*
Diane & Richard Walsh
Mr. & Mrs. Richard T. Walsh*
Diane & Richard Walsh
Mary Hughie Wasil ‘65+
Karen & Robert Wellock*
Mary & Robert Wellerhaput*
Mary & Robert Wilkens*
* New Donors

ALUMNAE GIVING

1947
Louise Van Hove Bazl

1949
Jeanette Charette Chermside
Sister Mary Catharine Kelly, RSM

1950
Barbara Dietz Stephen
Sister Nancy Thompson, RSM

1952
Sister Rachelle Harper, RSM
Patricia Gillette Ruge
Barbara Favier Smith

1953
Romayne Carletti
Patricia Stevenson Harmoner
Sister Mary Bridget Johnson, RSM
Nancy Balger Panella

1954
Catherine Fell McGillivray
Donna Isaac Nolan
Evelyn Eriksen Tenbusch

1955
Elizabeth Shannon Cooper
Patricia Cooney-Cummings

1956
Judith Bethius Acord-Szczesny
Artisen Briongen Basso
Sister Regina Coekler, RSM
Mary Rinnganeg Ermdan
Shirley Skwarczynski Fitzgerald
Joan Wallace Foley
Tara Peterson Gross
Patricia Kait Hallardba
Marie Renier Hurley
Joan Knoetzter
Mary McDougall
Mary Anne Bick Otzowski
Sister Rosemary Smith, RSM
Catherine Cline Stanley
Elizabeth Jean Welker Yeager

1957
Mary Margaret Scanlon Bosco
Donna Marie Bellan Garay
Bernadette Hurligan Horninga
Judith Bolduc Myszlek
Patricia O’Toole
Anne Marie Dunne Penichuk
Edwina Wonik Stewart

1958
Sally Ockie Bellan
Judith Sutwic Geronikos
Noreen McGowan Kordya
Sister Patricia Lambi, RSM
Judith Busse Shoop

1959
Barbara Pleva Wasung ’70 &
Joseph Wasung
Selina & Danny Watson*
Janice Watson-Shada ’73
Weingart Supply Co.
Karen Walls
Wendy & Jim West
Diane Wayne*
Kimberly Hoffitz Whipple ’75
Nadine Martynow Whitehead
Ann Shakespear Whitney
Diana Brady Whitney ’74
Nancy Janisse Wiegen and
Dennis Wiegen +
Karen & Christopher Wiegel
Elizabeth Williams ’05
Tommie S. Wright Williams ’89
Dawn & Jason Williams
Andrea Wilke ’80
Jeanette & James Wilson*
Stephanie & Brian Wilson*

1960
Kari Zimmerer Wilson ’91
Katie Windisch ’00
Katharine Rufty Wynegert ’95*
Lisa & Todd Wissel
Scott Woff
Laura Wyte*
Shannon Cooper Wilson ’83
Mary & Kenneth Wolffe
Laura Hul Wolford ’79+
Karen & Robert Wellerhaput*
Mary & Robert Wilkens*
Sarah Gibbard Wuellethin ’86
Susan Wyman*
Mary Jean Yeager ’56 +
Carol A. Yerby ’76
Sheila Zajac*
Zeeland Holdings*
Dina Zemke ’81 +
Marta Zawieska*
Erin Zimmer-Mayers & Todd Lewis*
Beth Ziobro ’93
Mary Margaret Topolsky Ziobro ’59
Katherine Zemke ’92
Sister Mary Joel Zobro, RSM
Patricia & Allen Zookak*
Theresa Ziolatkis*

Bold 10 Year & Above Donors
+ 5 Year & Above Donors
* New Donors

Top 10 Classes for Participation

2. 1956  7. 1965
5. 1973  10. 1971
Alumnae Giving

1961
Mary Brennan Bernard
Marlou Schmidt Drewick
Carol Sue Plinta Hagstrom
Lynn Gayney Phene
Sister Marion Schultz, RSM

1962
Mary Johnston Barry
Sherry Cylt Buczak
Kathryn Kurtz Rashoway
Karen Crittenden Mahler
Sharon Jamison Schultz
Mary Formwald Woosten

1963
Nadine Frazier Maynard
Veronica Celestey Nantais

1964
Lorraine Terrien Atiken
Kathy Duvazcovoa
Joanne Tyrmaezko Feerg
Joann Junker King
Sister Maureen Ann Mulacotta, RSM

1965
Joan Avery
Mary Jo Donahue Balcer
Sister Mary Ellen Brennan, RSM
Amelia Socnowski Inman
Corin Ana Hall van curs
Patricia Mueller Martino
Margaret McCarthy
Joanne Patrenello
Mary Madeline Parks Pioke
Sandra Westphal Rodwan
Sharon Walker Rose
Patricia Leonard Venanzi
Nancy Janisse Wiegand

1966
Mary Gerhard Owyer
Cheryl Delaney Kegan
Valerie Hebel Mcnece
Marianna Matt Schutz
Kathryn Anderson Skoltski
Vita Coppola Romeo
Diane Weiss Taylor
Mary Beth Houlahan Wheeler
Nadine Martynow White

1967
Judith Abraham
Catherine Yee Agacinski
Kathleen Switalski Guider
Kathleen Calice Mills
Janice Baraniski Sanders
Marla Ward

1968
Maureen Sullivan Altman
Mary Lou Capers
Kathy Sawaya Koops
Marilyn Mazur
Judith O’Connor
Christine Montal-Pizzos
Anna McClean Ward
Elizabeth Truly

1969
Rosemary Abraham
Kathryn Quinn Bellitch
Kathleen Bogats
Evelyn Allen Borsch-Goodein
Joan Doerner Colladay
Patricia Cole-Miles

1970
Pattica Valade Darick
Julie Wright Fisher
Patricia Gust Hanley
Mary Anne MacIver Hoffman
Kathleen Zaswa Kolbe
Kathryn McMurtry-Ling
Celeste Allen Novak
Lynn Werth Parren
Linda Herbick Pastucha
Teresa Schofer Sullivan
Barbara Kather Walker

1971
Pitcilla Baronec
Judy Buesstmoer Brankiewicz
M. Susan Hackett Delino
Helene Dombrowski
Mary Ferrari
Mary Pat Zaloagits Hart
Kathleen Kastie Hommer
Diane Klaczewich
Susan Lott
Louise Warner Lorenz
Margaret McNamara Mato
Bonnie Downe Motel
Kriste Anhut Moravek
Carla LaFave O’Malley
Catherine Spencer Phillips
Joy Hartwig Polardi
Patricia Thull
Colleen Clancy Tompkins
Donna Tracey
Barbara Reval Wasing
Michaela Wheeler Wright

1972
Karen Brown
Mary Carol Crawfield
Celeste Dykes Dykas
Bevverly Land Mitt
Denise Lehr
Rosanne Loesich
Mary Ann Mcc McAlteer
Kathleen McNeely
Mary Patrone
Joan Rychter
Sherry Rotary Schneider
Gloria Seidl
Karen Smith
Bridget Barney Sondermark
Kathleen Kolbe Szturczak

1973
Colleen Cavanaugh
Douglas Donley
Lori Tracey Haltsclaw
Mary Lou Hurley
Shel Luster Jafftals
Diana Jakubowski
Karen Cameron Moore

1974
Wantha Whiting Forgas
Mary Elizabeth Gauthier
Christa Grix
Cynthia Gumley Harrington
Sharon Funk Hupaf
Suzanne Schofer McKinnon
Sandy Du Milt
Janice Horkenman Peett
Sue McHugh Peett
Annette Tadescico Rowe
St. Kathleen Salsbury
Mary Gazdecki Stahl
Christine Tierney
Diana Brady Whitney
Karen Law Willis

1975
Anna Amato
Janet Baclard
Joy Morris Bratetzke
Lori Doyle
Margaret Hackett
Kathleen Kelly
Mary Kennedy Martuscelli
Susan Winkle Rocoz
Linda Strong Sivisya
Nancy Smith
Carol Terrien
Patricia Zatko Uhl
Kimberly Kottz Whipple

1976
Maureen Repucci Batzicz
Ann Oswald Bennett
Tara Hanley Batton
Suzanne Smiggen Condit
Margaret Diorandi
Rita Digilamano Krause
Linda Utidio
Cynthia Martin
Kathleen McKe McCall
Kari Rose Midebbrooks
Tina CyrlRussel
Sue Shiefer
Denise McDonald Vacillia
Linda Harbak

1977
Mary Law Baumgest
Kathleen Sgoiffi Chesser
Elizabeth Coleman Chustico
Mary Hammell Conen
Catherine Dinan Dillon
Cheryl Duplessis Haltho Johnson
Kathleen Doyle Johnson
Susanne Harper Kaperzinski
Ruth Kowaleks
Rita Dilworth Lawr
Regina Laboile Loszewski
Marisa Petkiska
Suzanne Robison
Mary Beth Schenden
Jane Espar Volgel
Joanne Albert Walle

1978
Margaret Bernhard
Diane Dizt
Mary Claire Hammer Kenney
Michelle Kramer McNary
Julianne Meyer-Sorek
Celeste Cirk Zatk
Sally Christiansen Santoni
Laura Hull Wolfard

1979
Megan Maher Binna
Connie Craig
Margaret Hungerman
Anne Nichols
Susan Kolen Rochis
Christine Bego Stett

1980
Theolische Maggoncalda Anderson
Kathy Anderi
Annette Plant Coleman
Maryanneg Hodges Dunleavy
Suzanne Heinlen Green
Mary Anne Appo Napolitano
Karen Kulk Roraci
Rebecca Steele
Michelle Marhon Wagner
Andrea Wills

1981
Anna Zitny Bartlett
Lorraine Kaminski Bock
Leslie Demany
Mary Ralke Devine
Mary McAdams Suanin
Lucia Kermenn
Shannon Walsh Laws
Patricia Mahon
Debora Majeski
Mary Malone
Eileen McCarthy
Colleen McMaster
Susan Neumann-Solono
Lisa Oliver
Michele Putnam Olson
Michelle Kuk Sauer
Marcalla Mcgrarrie Smith
Lynne Habersztlov Spowak
Suzanne Tanguay
Stephanie Capitoluio Williams
Dina Zemke

1982
Rita Albers
Mary Ellen Swallow Aria
Jill Berry
Karen Gams Brennan
Julie Okl Ehrich
Mary Brown Lawkess
Patricia McCollian
Christine McNish
Virginia Minelli
Kathleen Landry Quady
Mary Ann Loniealski Ranlser
Maureen Carlson Sisco
Stephanie Isane Smith

1983
Mary-Jelisse Bonello
Margaret Mularoni Buns
Branda Erens
Lisa Fitzpatrick
Andrea Vangilder Hoeft
Suanne Matone Nith
Margaret Boscia Sale
Cora Villaniu
Shannon Cooper Woff
Alumnae Giving

1984
Patricia Carbojo
Gretchen Damm
Joanie Davidson Fortinski
Mary Heibert
Dana Drew Johnston
Michelle Abraham Mahoney
Michelle Gars Monticello
Elsa Pettis
Anne Marie Poleck
Annamarie Lesters Proctor
Kimberly Shollar
Susan Smith
Anne Babington Somary
Sylvia Stein
Catherine Hochstein Stus

1985
Lisa Lobbia Baird
Beverly White Barnbach
Wendie Mathey Boxerma
Megan Shannon Curce
Melissa Swack Ewald
Colleen McCracken Hackett
Tracy Johnson
Maureen O’Hara Kebo
Margaret Haapala Kurpiers
Catherine Palaia-Amayla
Elizabeth Bonello Reust
Catherine Kelly Rose

1986
Kristine Boyle
Debra Cleaver Koehler
Kari Stetten Lawry
Carleen Kizy Lunsford
Anne-Marie Romanik Patenaude
Lea Williams Rose
Paula Smith Treharne

1987
Kelly Garbin
Maribeth Knight
Diane Whitton Mitchell
Shannon Parcy
Monica Ford Pauney
Maria Dietz Scott
Mary Beth Seefelt
Bessie Skoures
Laurine Thomas Ewald
Sarah Gibbard Wulsin

1988
Melinda Smigelski Einat
Julie Jozwik
Suzanne McNish Moceri
Kelly Schaefer
Cristal Caruana Sullivan
Nancy Kelly VanDenBerg

1989
Gigette Iagan Bejin
Stephanie Ewald Bellisario
Heidi Bishop Bliss
Caralynn Brown
Colleen Wright Buckley
Cindy Grush Cornejo
Catherine Edgell
Bridget Burke Flanigan
Felicia Ford
Jennifer Knust Gordon
Christine Johnson
Cheryl Spaltale Jones
Jennifer Sears Keutlen
Bar Sarah Kizy
Jennifer Lyons
Mary Tenbusch Marron
Telesia Coletta Rea
Shay Scott

1990
Mariele Mendoza Almeida
Rebecca Bonnell Altonian
Kathryn Seefelt Baetz
Kathleen Scanlan Crowell
Lisa Brennan DeBattela
Karen Pirolli Kahn
Maureen Kealey
Margaret Kronik Kromm
Althea Alvar Lee
Susan Beaghton Locke
Heather Cahill Lawry
Anne Bontczak Nemer
Tracie McCullin Poniatowski
Cheryl Law Sadowski
Kathleen McDonald Sevener

1991
Megan Dunn Crespi
Tara Lubitz Kazasa
Rebecca Leddy McDonald
Julie Kronk Schokora
Wendy Richard Skorupski
Shelly Soenen
Stephanie Dickow Surowiec
Kelly Cosgroft Wantick
Kari Zimmerer Wilson
Sheila Wisely-London

1992
Kathleen Brennan
Amy Dagler
Lisa Donal Holubar
Rebecca Burnett Jouringun
Monica Oiban Kaluga
Carla McDonald
Kathleen Stringer Paduchowski
Alicia Cotens Roberts
Leticia Thweatt Sampson
Kate Scheible
Lauren Sears
Cynthia Thomas Smith-Watson
Katharine Eshaki Wensink

1993
Leslie White Colonie
Lisa Skorski Formosa
Lillian Godoy
Patricia Padoocco Jesue
Meghan Roselle Johnson
Beth Zoboco

1994
Kathryn M. Balcer
Michelle Faryo Kendall
Mesa Lamb Loiselle
Eleasha Mercier Taplin
Jennifer Werner

1995
Molly Johnson Ambrose
Constance Gruzi
Kathryn Scalfen Lee
Rejane Piere
Katharine Runyan Wingert

1996
Sunsan Paladockett Desaraju
Alexis Harrison Dishman
Heidi Wahl LaFeaver
Patricia McGuire
Carrie Ping Nantais
Jennifer Muntfoh Shaw
Danielle Spiewak
Moucien String Weiss

1997
Carly Haller Connolly
Genevieve Kolasa Dekins
Alison Kline-Kotlar
Rebecca Couey McNeal
Amy Roselee Menzer
Kimberly Vaughn Rice
Alexa Ruwetle
Katherine Nelson Zischke

1998
Andrea Meier Boggerman

1999
Jennifer Kaczmarek Amin
Shannon Haffey Castelli
Carey Czech Jensen
Monica Osterberger
Rebecca Phelps Trummond
Petra Stickelburger

2000
Emily Butler
Danielle Dickow
Carla Flanigan
Meghan Mohan McClain
Antoinette Morozzi Kramer
Maisha Mills-Clarke
Carolyn Stoud Schilling
Kate Mason Summers
Liviae Eginolin Swan
Katie Windsch

2001
Melissa Baras
Maureen O’Brien

2002
Kendra Donohue
Natalie Khouri

2003
Danielle Rabahy Brandon
Meghan McInerney
Lisa Rodriguez Nazoyan
Anne Nicole
Meghan Messina Page
Heather Sexton Fitzsimmon
Margot Speca
Elise Page Speklo

2004
Monisha Berkowski
Emily Fishwick
Rachel Broniak Hunter
Asa Villarosa

2005
Megan Carolin Landry
Christina LaRosa
Cathleen Kowalski Mores
Amy O’Neill
Elizabeth Williams

2006
Madison Geoneck Kamman
Lauren Bennett Marquard
Rebecca Moya
Brittany Young Muneio
Elizabeth Smith

2007
Amanda Hallberg
Caroline Dahlver
Tessa Abraham Miller
Lauren Myracle
Kary Pfeffer-Nielsenstein

2008
Kathryn Ginder Garry
Lauren McDowell
Sara Wagener

2009
Rebecca Guenter
Tiffany Haddad
Deece Ratliff

2010
Gabriela Castillo
Patricia Battersby Jacob
Kathleen Klincon
Juliana Smith

2011
Lauren Cachat
Eleni Gabriellman

2012
Kathryn Costello
Natalie Diehl
Melany Janer
Elana Lamping
Eleni Zeleto
Susan Panetta

2013
Jaclyn Godwin
Cristina Patekia

2014
Lauren Melanson

2016
Kirsten Hiser
Lindsey Nash

2017
Sarah Kurpiers

2018
Cara Hodgins
Sara Pegler

2019
Kyle Keucher
Melissa Kurpiers
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In Memory of 1989 Classmates
Gigette Bejaj ’89
Cindy Grush Comejo ’89
Catheleen N. Edgel ’89
Bridget Burke Flanagan ’89
Ernest & Ginny Grush
Christine Johnson ’89
Jennifer Sears Keuten ’89 &
Thomas Keuten
Mollie Tenbusch Marion ’89
Margaret & Charles Sears
Colleen Sihal ’89
Barbara P. Thomas ’89
Tammie S. Wright Williams ’89

In Memory of Jeanne Rita Allen
Diane & Dennis McMillan

In Memory of Sister Marjorie Allen
Donna M. Lusczakoski Nestelli ’73

In Honor of Marianne Anderzak
Angela & Michael Vnarek

In Memory of Catherine C. Anhut
Katline Anhut Moravek ’70 & James Moravek

In Memory of Lindsey Baier ’95
Mary and James Baier

In Honor of Mary Jo Donahue
Balcer ’65
Kathryn Balcer ’94

In Memory of Pearl R. Banas &
Dolores T. Janer
Melody Janer ’12

In Memory of Alice Barath
Mary Brown Lawless ’82

In Honor of Mike Barnes
Angela & Michael Vnarek

In Honor of Anne Maureen
Batcheller ’82
Colleen & Chartes Batcheller

In Honor of Maura Grace
Batcheller Kirchgessner ’91
Colleen & Chartes Batcheller

In Honor of Sr. Mary Martina Begin
Mary Jo Donahue Balcer ’65

In Memory of Evangeline Bennett
Sister Marianne Bennett, RSM

In Memory of Margaret Bogas
Berris ’66
Kathleen Bogas ’69

In Memory of Jackie Bichon
Megan Messina Page ’03

In Memory of Nancy Bolduc &
Jenny Mystliewo
Judith A. Bolduc Mystliewo ’57

In Honor of Sr. Rene Bourque
Kathleen Collese Mills ’67

In Honor of Maryann Lanzetta
Brady ’60
Julie & Kevin Jefferson

In Honor of Louise Brennan
Lisa Brennan DiBattista ’90

In Memory of St. Timothy Brown
Faith Mauro-Hulse

In Memory of Joyce Campbell &
Larry Tevans
Michelle A. Wagner ’80

In Honor of Joyce Campbell
Kathleen & Leonard Fusco

In Honor of Marjory Capodilupo &
Carolyn Behniger Witte ’67
Marjorie Mendizola Almaeda ’90

In Honor of Juan & Beatriz Carioni
Jim & Missy Gladney Chaltuble Fund

In Honor of Ms. Ciske & Mr. Meloche
Antoinette Mazziorn Kramer 100

In Memory of Nancy Collins
Antonio Marin

In Memory of Alexis Conway ’23
Maribeth Knight ’87

In Memory of Anna Coppola
Vita Coppola Spano ’66

In Memory of Audry Cosgirfi
Kelly Cosgirfi Wartick ’91

In Memory of Theresa & Ralph
Crittenden
Karen Ann Crittenden Moore ’62

In Memory of Grace Cyril
Rachel Merck

In Memory of Brenda Czech
Carey Czech Jansen ’99

In Memory of Judy Antaya Danielak
Kathy Antaya ’80

In Honor of Clare Delaney ’21
Lori James Delaney

In Memory of Genevieve Kolasa
Delonis ’97
Sue Hackel Delonis ’70

In Memory of Wendy Wahl
Denno ’93
Heidi Wahl Laffertv ’96

In Memory of Maureen Dilworth
Rita Dilworth Lewey ’77 &
Thomas Lewey

In Honor of Sr. Regina Marie
Doeleker ’56
Dorothy & Gerald Gustation
Mary & Donald Schellie

In Memory of Tom & Helen
Donahue
Mary Jo Donahue Balcer ’65

In Honor of Arleen Brennan
Bonello ’56
Mary-Jelisse Bonello ’83

In Honor of Carolyn Brennan
Deer ’60
Sister Mary Ellen Brennan, RSM ’65

In Memory of Monica
Dupleiessi ’83
Cheryl Duplessi Hatcho
Johnson ’77

In Honor of Roxanne Eatherne
Ann Oswald Bennett ’76

In Memory of Dorothy Frances
Elber
Rosemary Elber Pomeroy ’73

In Memory of Avelina Elgincolin
Lyman Swain ’10

In Memory of Harold Ellens
Dr. Brenda Ellens ’83

In Honor of Avery Ellis ’19
Tracey & Spencer Ellis

In Honor of Lisa Eschbach
Krisa Eschbach

In Memory of Harry Ewald
Anonymous
Anne & David Attar
Rosario Bellisario
Rosemary & Ronald Bellisario
Sandra & Frederick Bernstein
Kathleen M. Berrigan ’92
Nancy & Paul Berrigan
Mary Margaret Scannell Boccio ’57
& Louis Boccio
Dr. & Mrs. Ronald R. Briggs
Lisa Bruce & Laura DiLorenzo
Mary Jane & John Brugeman
Jane & David Buehler
Lillian & Leonard Buckman
Michelle & J. Scott Callendorf
Nancy & Lester Carlson
Kathryn & Richard Cramer
Tina & Bobbi Cunningham
Mary & Lawrence Cunningham
Richard Dannman & Lorrie Kuch
Charlotte & Lawrence Davenport
Kathie Dakota DeVine ’81 & Daniel Devine
Diane & Jacob Di Ponio
Nancy & Thomas Ervin
Melissa Swiacki Ewald ’85 &
Edward Ewald
Theresa & John Ewald
Sherry & John Gadalla
Theresa & Bill Green
Jennifer Hall
Daggy & Donald Harris
Linda & William Hawkins
Pandy & Healdmen
Stacey & Andrew Kast
Lisa & Davis Keistert
Baine & Richard Kluk
Chris & Ken Kovach
Cheryl Delaney Kieger ’66 & John Kieger
Margaret Haapala Kieger ’85 &
Michael Kieger
Mary Jo Donahue Balcer ’65

In Memory of Beverly Jean Boes
Faubert ’59
Michael Faubert

In Memory of Virginia George
Paul Jacobie
George & Margaret Ward

In Honor of John Gernacy &
Ron Sill
Stephanie Claire Smith ’82

In Memory of Priscilla Hasse
Groenstrefere
Kathleen Horner ’70

In Honor of Betty Grix
Christa Marie Grix ’74

In Memory of Veronica Guzinski
Constance Kathanna Guzinski ’95

Nancy Myers
Linda & Ken Noble
Oakland University, Dept. of
Organizational Leadership
Breanna & Patrick Orselle
Colleen & Gregory Overia
Colleen Overia
Doreen & Edward Paulson
Deborah Paulson & Michael Mueller
Paula & Scott Payne
Clinton Perryman
Ruth Podolsky Tobias
Cathy & David Robertson
Mary Lou Rohr
Karen Kluk Rotondo ’80 & Michael
Rotondo
Julie & Ronald Rybar
Michaelisuen & Gordon Siler
Mel Stasi
Mary Claire Stanners
Stonebridge Family Physicians
Marcia Stroko
Karen Thomas
Maie Grace & Bruce Thoms
Dr. Debra Tokars
A.J., Tomaszewski
Heather Urban
Anne & Marc Vaclon
Bill & Jill Vaclon
Michael & Julian Wargo
Selina & Danny Watson
Pam & George Wright
Shelma Zagal
Patricia & Allen Zondlak

In Memory of Beverley Jean Boes
Faubert ’59
Michael Faubert

In Memory of Virginia George
Paul Jacobie
George & Margaret Ward

In Honor of John Gernacy &
Ron Sill
Stephanie Claire Smith ’82

In Memory of Priscilla Hasse
Groenstrefere
Kathleen Horner ’70

In Honor of Betty Grix
Christa Marie Grix ’74

In Memory of Veronica Guzinski
Constance Kathanna Guzinski ’95

Nancy Myers
Linda & Ken Noble
Oakland University, Dept. of
Organizational Leadership
Breanna & Patrick Orselle
Colleen & Gregory Overia
Colleen Overia
Doreen & Edward Paulson
Deborah Paulson & Michael Mueller
Paula & Scott Payne
Clinton Perryman
Ruth Podolsky Tobias
Cathy & David Robertson
Mary Lou Rohr
Karen Kluk Rotondo ’80 & Michael
Rotondo
Julie & Ronald Rybar
Michaelisuen & Gordon Siler
Mel Stasi
Mary Claire Stanners
Stonebridge Family Physicians
Marcia Stroko
Karen Thomas
Maie Grace & Bruce Thoms
Dr. Debra Tokars
A.J., Tomaszewski
Heather Urban
Anne & Marc Vaclon
Bill & Jill Vaclon
Michael & Julian Wargo
Selina & Danny Watson
Pam & George Wright
Shelma Zagal
Patricia & Allen Zondlak
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In Memory of Barbara Kloka Hackett
Marcia Hajdyla Beauchemin ’73
Pricilla Borione ’70
Theresa Breen
William D. Buckley
Cheryl & William Clancy
Judge Aven Cohn
Josephine & Frank Del Vero
Sue Hackett Detonis ’70
Eric Fulcomer
Audrie Garagiola
Meg Hackett ’75
Mary Ellen Hegedus
David Jan
Louise Warner Lorenz ’70
Maureen & John Malone
Vickie & Thomas McAskin
Sister Judith Mouch, RSM
Barb & Tom Nanzig
Sister Judith Mouch, RSM
Karen Porter
Sharon & George Reo
Mona Tajali
Theodore Levin Memorial Foundation
Cynthia Thomas
Mary Shufferes

In Honor of Christina Hadley ’13 & Colleen Hadley ’16
Carol & Dennis Dooley

In Honor of Richard & Barbara Hall
Laura Hill Valofed ’73

In Memory of Lynn Hall ’73
Judith Abraham ’67 & Stephen Keifar

In Honor of Joan Herberholz
Lynne Herberholz Spieak ’81

In Honor of Elizabeth Ann Herbert
Mary Herbert ’84

In Honor of Patricia Hofft
Kimberly Hofft Whipple ’75

In Honor of Sarah Hogg ’20
Janice & William Malsack

In Honor of Marie Hennes Birthday
Margaret Horvath
Roberta Kennedy

In Memory of Julie K. Horner ’78
Janet Kielman

In Memory of Mary Garner Howard ’77
Karin Garner Moore ’72

In Memory of Theresa Isaac & In Honor of Diana, Bridget, Mary Clare, Theresa
Donna B. Isaac Nolan ’54

In Memory of Diana George Jacokes ’67
Paul Jacokes

In Honor of Betty Johnson
Molly Johnson Ambrose ’95 & Dillon Ambrose

In Honor of Meghan Roselle Johnson ’93
Judith Johnson

In Honor of St. Janice Johnson
Sharon Walker Rose ’65

In Honor of Candy Jozefczyk
Cinthia & E. Alon Haas

In Memory of Lisa Mularoni Kaminski ’75
Lori Anne Doyle ’75
Mary Jo Kaminski

In Memory of Mary Anne Keating McBeek Supply

In Memory of Patricia Mary Kelly Moulseken Kelley ’90

In Memory of Sarah Kerwin
Anne & Antonio Bongilio

In Memory of Mary Klion
Kathleen Klion ’10

In Memory of Robert Kirkland
Suzanne Heinlen Green ’80

In Memory of Charline Degennaro Kleczak ’61
Carleen Lusford ’86

In Memory of Richard Knight, DO
Maribeth Knight ’87

In Memory of Jennifer Harrison Koutoukas ’89
Heidi Biega Blais ’89 & Jason Bliss
Cheryl Jones ’89
Shay Scott ’89

In Honor of Vicky Kowalski & Sandy Mais
Connie & Daniel Gordon

In Honor of Andrea Thibodeau Kowalik ’92
Colleen & Forrest Dillon

In Memory of Teresa Krebs
Mariann & William Bolton

In Memory of Lillian Therault Kreger
Jonathan & Kelly Beckett
Elana Fiedler
Anne Murphy
Michael Roy
Judith Ray
Michele Roy-Huff

In Memory of Sophie Lorraine Kroll
Patricia Kroll Haltburda ’56

In Honor of Judith Mary Kronk
Margaret M. Kronk Gronim ’90

In Honor of Teresa LaRosa
Christina LaRosa ’05

In Memory of Christine Land
Beverly A. Land Fritz ’71

In Memory of William Lewandowski
Maryellen Lewandowski

In Memory of Bernice Lezott
Eileen Lezott ’12

In Memory of Patiti Little
Eileen Lezott ’12

In Honor of Suzanne Luberto
S. Kathleen Salisbury ’74

In Memory of Christina Lyons
Ingrid Martinez-Lyons & Hernandez Lyons

In Honor of St. Marjorie Marie
Diane C. Jakubowski ’72

In Memory of Julie Wilson Marshall Hall ’77
Mary Law Baumgarten ’77

In Honor of Audrey Martinuzzi ’07
& Maria Martinuzzi ’07
Kathleen M. Zaszuwa Kolbe ’69

In Memory of Jacqueline McCarthy
Eileen McCarthy ’81

In Memory of Kathleen McClellan McClellan ’82

In Memory of Betty McCracken
Colleen McCracken Hackett ’85

In Honor of Lucille McDonald
Denise McDonald Vecello ’76

In Memory of Maryann McDonnell’s 90th Birthday
Noreen McGowan Keating ’58 & Teresa Keating

In Memory of Kathleen McGarrigle
Marcella A. McGarrigle Smith ’81

In Honor of Gerry Meloche
Tara Lueda Kaasa ’91 & Mark Kaasa

In Memory of Audrey Mier
Danne & Christopher May

In Honor of Fran Mika,
St. Pat Kulwicki & Madame Smetanka Campbell
Andrea Wils ’80

In Memory of Avery Miller
Judith Abraham ’67 & Stephen Keifar

In Honor of Virginia Minnoli ’82
Kathleen Landry Quady ’82

In Memory of Marcella Rose Montante ’71
Goro & Sonja Mori Lacinian
Charles Tashjian
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick Otney
Lee & Bruce Sack
Aiken Satter
Edward Tashjian
Rebecca Suzanne Thurmond ’99

Joyce & Paul Wascher
Ann Tashjian
Ray Wazner
Ethin Zimney-Lewinski & Todd Lewinski

In Honor of Steve Morgan
Diane Roszkowski Morgan ’73 & Robert Morgan

In Honor of Celeste Mulcrone
Mary Elen Mulcrone ’73

In Honor of St. Maureen Mulcrone, RSM ’64
Mary Elen Mulcrone ’73

In Memory of Nora Obringer ’96 & Martha Obringer ’99
Robert Obringer & Lauren Howard

In Memory of Irene O’Connor
Judith O’Connor ’68

In Honor of Judi Olk
Jude Olk Etchich ’82

In Memory of Susan Orban
Monica Orban Kulaaga ’92 & James Kulaaga

In Memory of Marylene Orr
Mary Ann Orr McAlister ’80

In Honor of Nancy Doeler Patenbach ’54
Sister Regina Maria Doeler, RSM ’56
Regina LaHote Loszewski ’77
Mercy High School Administration
Patricia Thull ’70

In Honor of Patricia Payson
Tracie McClellan Poniatowski ’90

In Honor of Patty Brady Perry ’96
Michael & Ann Brady

In Memory of Patricia Peterson
Susan R. Peterson Guy ’73

In Honor of Olga Cranberry Petwis Erica Petwis ’84

In Memory of Dolores Pleva
Barbara Pleva Wasung ’70 & Joseph Wasung

In Memory of Linda Flammerfeld Pomelia ’62
Kathryn A. Kurtz Fashoway ’62

In Memory of Henry Rehn
Marie K. Horn

In Honor of Catherine Repucci ’77
Martisa Petrella ’77

In Memory of Montreal J. Rimar
Matt & Mary Ann Rosman

In Honor of Lisa Robinet
Monica & Henri Godbold

In Honor of Jean Rukstele
Alexa Rukstele ’97

In Memory of Dorothy Shamee Sawaya
Kathy Sawaya Koops ’68
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In Honor of Anthony Scalzi & Mrs. Dingeman
Kathleen McDonald Seveneir '90

In Memory of Rosemary Schenden
Mary Beth Schenden ’77

In Memory of Mary Schmidt Mattioli Schmidt Drexler ’61 & John Drexler

In Honor of Tom Schusterbauer Michael Lamping

In Memory of Ms. Louise Scudio Nadine Martynow White ’66
Mary Jo Donahue Balcer ’65

In Honor of Sr. Maurita Sengelaub’s 100th Birthday
In Honor of Sr. Maurita Mary Jo Donahue Balcer ’65
Nadine Martynow White ’66

In Memory of Ms. Louise Scudio
Nadine Martynow White ’66
Mary Jo Donahue Balcer ’65

In Memory of Sr. Maurita Sengelaub’s 100th Birthday
Michigan Catholic Conference

In Honor of Barbara Tumble
Sexton ’75
Heather Sexton Pitzenmayer ’03

In Honor of Kathy Anderson Sikorski ’66
Lisa Sikorski Formosa ’93

In Honor of Kathy Sill
Rebecca Guerriero ’09
Cara McDonagh, M.D. ’92

In Honor of Sr. Marian, Sr. Pat & Mr. Sill
Karen Gams Brennan ’82

In Honor of Vita Sinulko
Catherine Pater-Amaya ’85

In Honor of Irene Skarjune
Diane & Kurt Ludwinski

In Honor of Karen Jamison Skupin ’81
Nancy & Ariana Beers

In Honor of Isabel & Larry Smith’s 60th Wedding Anniversary
Nadine Frazier Maynard ’63
Patrick Thull ’70

In Honor of Susan Smith ’84
Nicole & William Wilderim

In Memory of Geraldine Ann Smith
Karen M. Smith ’71

In Honor of Joyce Sommerfeldt
Cara Hodgens ’18

In Memory of Mary Elizabeth Stang
Barbara Fitzstarr ’73

In Memory of Margaret Stephani Candita & Edward Jaszczyk

In Memory of Micheline Stewart
Malie K. Horn

In Memory of Elizabeth Strong
Linda Strong Silvasi ’75 & Dan Silvasi

In Honor of Marie Susan Hackett Delonis ’70 & In Memory of Louise Scudio
Helene C. Dombrowski ’70

In Honor of Linda Lawry Swanson, Michelle Stetten Campbell ’88, Linda Stetten & Grandma Mary Lawry
Kari Stetten Lawry ’86

In Honor of Claudia Taniguichi
Beth & Kevin Cusick

In Memory of Gloria Taylor
Marie K. Horn

In Memory of Cynthia Thomas
Cynthia Lasean Thomas Smith-Watson ’92

In Memory of Jerome A. Threault Sr.
Letitia Threault Sampson ’92

In Memory of Rita Valade
Patricia Valade-Delot ’69

In Memory of Sr. Judy VanderVeen, RSM
Michael H. VanderVeen

In Memory of Cheryl Vaughn
Kimberly Price ’97

In Honor of Sr. Mary Victory
Dr. Carol Luck Vanhara ’65

In Memory of Alisa Villarosa ’04
Ricardo Villarosa

In Memory of Joanne Vinarick
Angela & Michael Vinarick

In Memory of Anthony Vitale
Sandra Bierek
Shelly & Scott Bomhart
Kelly & Nick Bickes
Susan & James Coraci
Renee Goodin
Justina & Chad Kammrad
Lady Bird Golf League
Madison Heights Glass (8 Krebs Family)
Mercy High School Cross Country Team
Michigan Association of Calligraphy
Deborah & Daryl Paladino
Gary Servais
Peggy Suarez, Susan Maldonado & Dennis Cislosk
ZeeLand Holdings

In Honor of Susan O’Leary
Wagener ’74
Sara Wagener ’08

In Honor of Inez Watson
Janice Watson-Shadie ’73

In Memory of William Weaver
Chetisse & Kenneth Baetz

In Memory of Kay Armitage Wheeler ’49
Jeanette Chetisse Cheimsie ’49

In Honor of Stephanie Kathryn Williams
Elizabeth, Courtney, Caitlin & Laura Williams

In Honor of Lauren Wilson ’11
Janet & James Wilson

In Memory of Kyla Wisne ’93
Wisne Charitable Foundation

In Honor of George Wright, Sr. Gilmary Bauer, Sr. Mary Joel Zobro
Mary Elizabeth Gautier ’74

In Honor of Abigail Yougerman Joan Bees & Thomas Oswald

In Memory of Barb Zeilinski & Vera Smith
Patricia Smith ’73

In Honor of Gayle Ulrich
Zimmerer ’63
Kari Zimmerer Wilson ’91

Cheryl & Dennis Futong
Lucia A. Kernmenn, M.D. ’81
Kathleen McKee-McCann ’76 & Peter McCann
Karen Rose Middlebrooks ’76
Virginia Minnelli ’82
Kathleen Landry Qualy ’82
Susan Winkler Rokosz ’75
Mary Grazdalek Stahl ’74 & K. C. Stahl
Rebecca M. Stahl, D.O. ’80
Gretchen & Paul Swanson
Susan & Rojan Telang

General Endowment Fund
Sister Nancy Thompson, RSM ’50

Herbert & Dolores Delaney Memorial Scholarship
Cheryl Delaney Kegler ’66 & John Kegler

Jackie Michon Scholarship
Lisa Fitzpatrick ’83 & Ken Keesler
The Jackie Michon Educational Foundation

Julie Horn Memorial Art Scholarship
Matie K. Horn
Margaret Horvath
Roberta Kennedy
Janet Klamann

Lara & Vanessa Carioni Memorial Scholarship
Jim & Missy Godnayn Charitable Fund

Lynn Hall Endowed Scholarship
Dave Hall

Lillian Theriault Kegler Scholarship Fund
Jonathan & Kelly Beckett
Elida Fiedler
Cheryl Delaney Kegler ’66 & John Kegler
Anne Murphy
Michael Ray
Judith Ray
Michael Ray-Huff
Demos Trigg-Porter & Steve Porter

Lobbida Family Endowed Scholarship
Lisa Lobbida Baird ’85 & David Baird

Mary Farley Memorial Scholarship Fund
Patricia Hammerl

Meg Mallon Scholarship Fund
Doris J. Duchene & Donald L. Duchene St. Foundation
Meg Mallon ’81
Patricia E. Meyers

Anonymous

Duchene Sr. Foundation
Doris J. Duchene & Donald L. Duchene

Mary Farley Memorial Scholarship Fund
Janice Watson-Shadie ’73

Elizabeth Scharret Memorial Scholarship
Gretchen ’82
Mary Aquino

Mona Tajali

Bill & Carol Waterson-Shada ’73

In Honor of Inez Watson
Janice Watson-Shadie ’73

In Memory of William Weaver
Chetisse & Kenneth Baetz

In Memory of Kay Armitage Wheeler ’49
Jeanette Chetisse Cheimsie ’49

In Honor of Stephanie Kathryn Williams
Elizabeth, Courtney, Caitlin & Laura Williams

In Honor of Lauren Wilson ’11
Janet & James Wilson

In Memory of Kyla Wisne ’93
Wisne Charitable Foundation

In Honor of George Wright, Sr. Gilmary Bauer, Sr. Mary Joel Zobro
Mary Elizabeth Gautier ’74

In Honor of Abigail Yougerman Joan Bees & Thomas Oswald

In Memory of Barb Zeilinski & Vera Smith
Patricia Smith ’73

In Honor of Gayle Ulrich
Zimmerer ’63
Kari Zimmerer Wilson ’91

Cheryl & Dennis Futong
Lucia A. Kernmenn, M.D. ’81
Kathleen McKee-McCann ’76 & Peter McCann
Karen Rose Middlebrooks ’76
Virginia Minnelli ’82
Kathleen Landry Qualy ’82
Susan Winkler Rokosz ’75
Mary Grazdalek Stahl ’74 & K. C. Stahl
Rebecca M. Stahl, D.O. ’80
Gretchen & Paul Swanson
Susan & Rojan Telang

General Endowment Fund
Sister Nancy Thompson, RSM ’50

Herbert & Dolores Delaney Memorial Scholarship
Cheryl Delaney Kegler ’66 & John Kegler

Jackie Michon Scholarship
Lisa Fitzpatrick ’83 & Ken Keesler
The Jackie Michon Educational Foundation

Julie Horn Memorial Art Scholarship
Matie K. Horn
Margaret Horvath
Roberta Kennedy
Janet Klamann

Lara & Vanessa Carioni Memorial Scholarship
Jim & Missy Godnayn Charitable Fund

Lynn Hall Endowed Scholarship
Dave Hall

Lillian Theriault Kegler Scholarship Fund
Jonathan & Kelly Beckett
Elida Fiedler
Cheryl Delaney Kegler ’66 & John Kegler
Anne Murphy
Michael Ray
Judith Ray
Michael Ray-Huff
Demos Trigg-Porter & Steve Porter

Lobbida Family Endowed Scholarship
Lisa Lobbida Baird ’85 & David Baird

Mary Farley Memorial Scholarship Fund
Patricia Hammerl

Meg Mallon Scholarship Fund
Doris J. Duchene & Donald L. Duchene St. Foundation
Meg Mallon ’81
Patricia E. Meyers

Anonymous
ENDOWED FUNDS & SCHOLARSHIP DONORS CONT.

Mercy Dads Club Scholarship Fund
Anonymous
Melinda Smigelski Emer '88 & Mike Emer
Joanie Davidson Fortinski '84 & Todd Fortinski
Jennifer Secas Keuten '89 & Thomas Keuten
Andreja & James Kitchen
Cheryl Delaney Koger '66 & John Koger
Katie Mastas
Kalyaa & William Jeffreys Patsch
Chat & Paul Rzepecki
Michele Kluk Saufer '81 & Robert Saufer
Nancy Kelly VanDen Berg '88 & Michael VanDensberg
Stephanie & Brian Wilson
Nancy Malnowski Endowed Fund for Athletics
Doris J. Duchene & Donald L. Duchene Sr. Foundation

Sister Mary Ignatius Mercy High School Fund
Patricia Cooney-Cummings '56
Sister Regina Marie Doelker, RSM
Endowed Scholarship
Colleen & Charles Batcheller
Sister Regina Marie Doelker, RSM '56
Mercy High School Administration
Gloria J. Seidl '71

The Maynard Hope Scholarship
Nadine Frazier Maynard '63
Wendy Wahl Denno Scholarship Fund
Heidi Wahl LaFever '96
Judith & David Wahl
Carolyn & Robert Witte Endowed Fund
Sister Anne Fleming, RSM
Johnson & Johnson
Sister Marian Schultz, RSM '61
Scott Witte
Mary Forwald Wootten '62 & Stephen Wootten

PLANNED GIVING (CALLAGHAN SOCIETY)
† Deceased
Mary Ellen Bender '73
Dr. Karen T. Brown M.D. '71
Juan & Beatriz Catsin
Romayne Carletti '55
Lois J. Clause '57
Joan Doerner Calladay '69 & Robert Calladay
Mary Lee McCormick Conradetti '76 & Margaret Dimond '76

Gifts in Kind
Marian Abbo '80
Michelle Shablak Abdou '94
Alina Scinarte & Laser Fat Removal
Anna Amato '75
Angels, Saints & Stuff
Ann Arbor Comedy Showcase
Ann Arbor Hands on Museum
Anonymous
Jianan Anton
AR Workshop
Ann Arbor
Art Knitting Mills
Associated Dermatologists
Salwah Assch
A Friend of Mercy
Bachrachier Photography
Katie Seefelt Baetz '90
Bigger Dave's Burger Tavern
James Baiker
Bistro 82
Bread & Beyond
Brent Associates
Ann Arbor Art Center
Bella tie
B ham lineno's Photography
Meghan Bestoy
Beyond Juice & Eatery
Bikram Yoga Ferndale
Billy D'cor
Alex Emilio Salon
Bistro 82
Susan Black
Black River Farm & Ranch
Bath & Andy Blank
Linda & Kenneth Bloch
Blue Yoga
Heather & Ronnie Boji
Mary-Joelle Bonetello '83
George & Christine Bousos
Sherry Cyril Buschak '62
Buddy's Pizza
Bystander Response
Margie Mulacoin Burns '83 & Steve Burns Bushby
Colleen Byrn
Bystander Response
Christopher Caacia
Ciao Restaurant & Wine Bar
Brian T. Cairns
Calvin College
Camp Sancta Maria
Career Savvy Coaching LLC
Carla Conley Domino '73
Jeanette Feiner '73
Diana George Jakovas '67 & Paul Jakovas
Denise Joseph, Ph.D. '74
Noreen McGowan Keating '58 & Terrence Keating
Patricia Sullivan Kimberly '47
Cheryl Delaney Koger '66 & John Koger
Mary Brown Lawless '82
Carolyn J. Ammann Mahalak '60
Michele Martin '76
Nadine Frazier Maynard '63
Caro Reise Montgomery '73
Margaret Mangold Moylan '72 & William Moylan
Joanne Parrinello '65
Rosemary Enner Pomery '73
Noraleen Renauer
Helen C. Gaudreau Sarna '52
Mary Beth Schenden '77
Margot Speira '03
Mts. Josephine Stack
Barbara Stone '66 & Diane Weiss Taylor '66 & Tom Taylor
Evelyn Erkenstei Tenbusch '54
Kimberly Hoffst Whipple '75
Pam and George Wright

Please take a moment to prayerfully consider the various ways to support Mercy through a planned gift.
Your financial advisor may be able assist you with the best planned gift for your financial position.
Annual Giving

Margaret Ann Cole Lorys ‘61
LeVida Massage
Mary Beth & Paul Leonard
Mark Leszette & Patti Little
Livia's Italian Bakery and Cafe
Lisa Ludwinski ’12
Kurt & Diane Ludwinski
Luigi Bruni Salon
Jennifer Lyons ‘89
Mickey Lyons ‘91
Norma Macfarlan
Mackinac Island Carriage Tours, Inc.
David & Michelle Mahoney
Wilson Marine
Trisha Martin
Dina Marzolin
Sara Masson
Christopher & Dianne May
Nadine Piorier Maynard ’63
Sister Maureen McGarrigle, RSM ’57
McGowan Sport Shop
Valerie Hebel McNeece ’66
Meyler
Lauren Melanson ’14
Mercy Basketball Families
Macy Dance Team Families
MG Grand Detroit
MHS Alumnae Book Club
Mi Chikadee
Michigan Science Center
Middlebush Dermatology/Skin Logics
Deb Mikula
Mittford Cinema
MMI Portrait Art
Sabra Yolda Morton
Patricia Montemurro
Michelle Gann Monticello ’84 & George Monticello
MRU Hypnics
Debbie Murray-Worley
My Little Paris Cafe & Bookstore
Wanda Paulus Nojar ’84 & Khalid Nojar
Neiman Marcus Somerset Collection
Anne & Steven Nierman
Megan Stoneback Neumann ’91 & Robert Neumann
Nina McLemore
Nina Salvaggio International Marketplace
Don & Kathy Noble
Norm’s Peanut Butter by Etni ’Carlissimo ’93
Nothing Bundt Cakes
Oakland Yard Athletics
Brooke O’Brien
Shannon Olesiassy ’10
Orr Jewellers, Inc.
Joanne Bonas Osmier ’59
Charles Otis
Paige Ryan Salon
Patricia Brady Perry ’96
Penz Bowling Center
Lauren & Bill Pontowski
Planet Rock Climbing Gym
Pocasi Tavern
Portofino Dinner Cruise-Jerry & Carolyn Beasley and Andrew & Zena Ansara
Diana Nagy Predhomme ’85 & Jim Predhomme
Professional Movers
Dawn & James Pascas
8 Place Salon
Teresa Coletta Rea ’89 & David Rea
Red Run Golf Club
Cindy Riddle
Roberts Restaurant Group
Romer Village, Cucina Italiana
Rotterdam Jewelers
Royal Dutchess Boutique
Tina Cyril Russette ’76
Salads Etc.
Sharon Sanderson
Michele Kuk Sauer ’81 & Robert Sauer
Cheryl Law Sawicki ’90 & Mark Sawicki
Mary Schmidt
Mary & Daniel Scott
Karen & Richard Segerfeld
Carrie Hall Schaffer
Lillian Roumayah Shalal ’68
Rita Suvewicz-Shambrule ’93
Shark Club
Sheed Aquatium
Shenandoah Banquet & Golf
Rita & Robert Sherwin
Maureen Carlson Sisco ’82
Vincenza & Thomas Seva
Sloes Bar BQ
Somerset Inn
Spartan & Reynolds Orthodontics
Sports Clubs of Novi
Stockwood Studios
Jennifer Stark
Michael Stern
Stevenson & Bullock, PLC
Barb Stokes ’93
Stones Fine Jewelry
Sundance Shoes
Suzanne Buzynski, Consultant, thirty-One
Gretchen Swanson
Tanglewood Golf Club
Tappery’s Jewelry
Technicolors Pains
Tennis & Golf Company
Thai Spa Pavilion

The Detroit Chocolate Company
The Henry Ford
The M Dean
The Purple Rose Theatre
The Tennis & Golf Company
The Townsend Hotel
Thistle & Bess
Thomas D. Jusko DDS, MS
Tim Hortons
Lot & Tom Take
TopCat Sales
Dana & Munira Toumer
Township True Value Hardware
Tie Sante
Paula Smith Treharn ’86
Twelve Oaks Mall
University of Detroit Mercy
University of Detroit Jesuit
High School & Academy
Gigi & Mike VanderWeele
Alisa Villacorta ’94
Cora Villareal ’83
Vineyard Vines
Wabasso Country Club
Keith & Marilyn Vining
Barbara Hadler Walker ’69
Wallace Sconos
Wheaton Creek Country Club
Wayne State University
Mooers Sterling Weiss ’96
Jennifer Shalter Werner ’90
Nicole Wilborn
Wineguys Restaurant Group
Wink Boutique
Maihla Weiss
Shannon Wolf
Fr. Donald Worthy
Mary Wight & Estaban Miller
Wright & Company
Your Event Party Rentals
John Yu

Special Event Sponsors

Partner Sponsor

SAINT JOSEPH MERCY
HEALTH SYSTEM

Thank you to our valued Partner Sponsor
St. Joseph Mercy Health System.

2018 Golf Outing Sponsors

Cart Sponsor
RHD Tire, Inc.
Lunch Sponsor
Rose Moving & Storage
Breakfast Sponsor
Mercy Mothers’ Club
Beverage Cart Sponsor
Varsity Lincoln, Inc.
Hole in One Sponsors
Basic Rubber & Plastics Co.

2019 Auction Sponsors

Presenting Sponsors
RHD Tire, Inc.
Rita Dilworth Lewry ’77, Tom Lewry & Casey Brinna Lewry ’15
Gold Sponsors
Mackinac Oakland
Varsity Lincoln
The Demkowicz Family
G automobile School
The Blake Company - Mutschler Kitchens, Inc.

Maroon Sponsors
Hammond Lyons Insurance Agency, LTD.
The May Family
Marsh & Mclennan Agency
McNish Group

Marin Sponsors
Alliance Catholic Credit Union
CPO Group
Morrison Healthcare
Orchard Lake St. Mary’s Prep
Stephanie & Mark Collins
The Motello Law Group
Northville Dermatology
University of Detroit Jesuit High School & Academy
University of Detroit Mercy
Walled Lake Veterinary Hospital

Merry Family Sponsors
The Belletrario Family
Chris McLogan- Max Broock Realtors
Jim Acho - CMDA PLC.
Deborah Orthopedics & Sports Medicine
Koger Chiropractic
The Kleucher Family
Leila White Colone ’93 & Nick Colone
Maria Dietz Scott ’98 & Joe Scott
Michael & Sarah Gilely
Pau E. Marcuz DDS Family Dentistry
Plante Moran, PLLC

Annual Report 2018-2019